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OBJECTIVES
The objective of this tutorial will be to present a thorough overview of these mean field techniques and their applications.
Goal: To present to graduate students, researchers and engineers advanced techniques for learning, control and games of mean-field type
TENTATIVE PROGRAM (3H+BREAK)
• Introduction (10mn) • Static mean-field games: aggregative games (20mn) • Mean-field learning (30mn) · Public good provisioning in smart cities · Satisfactory solutions in crowd-averse cyber-physical systems • Single player mean-field type games (30mn) · Risk management of nuclear waste · Failure probability of corrosion • Non-cooperative mean-field type games (30mn) · Reacting to the interference field in small-cell wireless networks · Network security: malware propagation in oppor-tunistic networks • Cooperative mean-field type games (30mn) · Shallow lake pollution control and fishing indus-try • Nonasymptotic mean-field games (30mn) · Mobile advertisement auctions in heterogeneous and asymmetric bidders Representative examples will be used throughout to illustrate the techniques. Throughout the tutorial, unresolved issues both in the theoretical and the application side will be discussed.
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